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Motus Dance to teach burlesque, piloxing and more at Garfield Park
Written by Barb Berggoetz indystar.com

Modern dance company Motus Dance is now offering fitness and dance classes — including burlesque — to the
public at Garfield Park Arts Center thanks to a new partnership with Indy Parks.

For the first time in seven years, the dance company can provide instruction outside of its location at 1101 Hoyt
Avenue in Fountain Square.

The fee-based evening classes include ballet, piloxing and hip hop and sexy pop on Tuesdays; beginning modern
technique and advance modern technique on Wednesdays; and Zumba, yoga and burlesque on Thursdays. Class
times can be found and registration can be completed at Motus Dance’s . Single classes are $12, but the pricewebsite
goes down when signing up for multiple sessions.

Motus Dance is offering classes free at Garfield on Feb. 26 and Feb. 28 so people can try them out first.

“Motus’ new endeavor with the Garfield Park Arts Center is beginning with weekly classes but we are excited to see
how this relationship might grow and expand,” said Heidi Keller Phillips, executive director of Motus Dance.

In the near future, Motus will develop new works and structured improvisations to be performed throughout the park
grounds, she said. These pieces will lead up to Motus’ 10th anniversary show and its first New York appearance.

Motus has been invited to perform at Spoke the Hub, a Brooklyn, N.Y., community center on April 5 and 6. Five
Motus dancers, who are all volunteers, will perform and are now trying to raise $3,200 the trip. Donations may be
made at Power2Give .website

“We’re excited about being invited to perform,” said Jenny Thomas, Motus’ director of marketing.

Motus Dance, a nonprofit dance company based in Indianapolis, strives to be active in the arts community by
teaching classes, holding workshops, collaborating with other artists and presenting unique and original
contemporary dance performances.

Call Star reporter Barb Berggoetz at (317) 444-6294. Follow her on Twitter at .www.twitter.com/barbberg
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